
Play to Learn the Alphabet

A B C I N E



Lights, Tablet, Action

Almost everyone has been to a movie theater or at least 
seen a movie, and we've certainly learned a lot thanks to 
them; we have experienced incredible stories, visited 
unfamiliar cities and discovered distant civilizations. We 
have traveled to the future, the past, and even gone into 
space. We laughed, we cried... and enjoyed a million 
adventures. Now from Meikme® we want to pay tribute 
to the motion pictures and keep learning, and therefore, 
we propose Abcine a fun and different way for small 
children to learn the alphabet.

All about
Abcine



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdIu8dAAV6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdIu8dAAV6Y


Two for the tablet

Through Abcine children will find new worlds, 
finding letters, and recognize objects, and also 
make adults accompanying them at the time of 
learning while having fun; rediscovering that other 
recognizable world that will surely begin with a 
mischievous smile.

For both big and small



Once upon a 
time a letter

Learning writing begins by learning how to draw letters, 
and through Abcine children will have that first contact, 
learning them by tracing them and overwriting them.

Upon the completion of each letter, the child will hear it 
through a friendly narrator.

(éi)

Draw and listen



Play it again, kid!
Learn and play Rain

Opening the door to a fun interactive sequence where 
each first letter is associated with a word that represents 
an item or featured action of the scene.

The child will learn to associate words with the objects they 
have defined, plus he/she will learn its pronunciation; 
discovering sounds and interacting with characters 
through fun and varied illustrations.



Cine, Abcine

Abcine is ideal to encourage children to playfully explore 
the alphabet and expand their vocabulary using an 
entertaining educational tool.

Highlights:
• Learn the alphabet from A to Z.
• Write letters with the help of a guided stroke.
• Pronounce of every letter and every word.
• Engaging characters and delicious palette. 
• Sounds and music.
• Fun for all parents and children alike.

• Children-friendly interface.

An app with all the letters

Van

Cat

Skycraper

Keyboard



About us
A big world for little ones

Meikme® is a project that invents applications for children based in
stories that have influenced and excited us as adults. We think that
they can entertain and stimulate the imagination of the younger ones
and in turn help parents share moments and experiences with them.

In meikme®, we seek references in the adult world (cinema, music,
literature, dance, etc.) that we would like to transfer to the language of
children but far from the usual ways. In addition to sharing our
passions: laughing, telling stories, creating characters, and laughing
again and always inspired by some of our favorite heroes: Saul Bass or
Maurice Sendak.

We want to make the world of the little ones big, and we enjoy
adapting the grown-up world for the little ones.



meikme®

www.meikme.com

Email: info@meikme.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/meikme

Twitter: www.twitter.com/meikmetweets
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